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GOODS AND SERVICES TAX 

620. Mr D.C. NALDER to the Treasurer: 
I ask a supplementary question. What has the Treasurer done to encourage his federal Labor counterparts to support 
a better GST deal for Western Australia, given the Premier has indicated it requires bipartisan support, both state 
and federal? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
It does require bipartisan support. Does the member know what it requires to change the principles of HFE? This 
is what I tried to explain to the — 

Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition, I have given you a lot of lenience today. When you say something 
once, everyone hears it. You do not have to say it three or four times. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I will try to educate the Leader of the Opposition again. Yesterday I tried to educate him. He 
is right — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition, I cannot believe I am calling you to order for the first time. But if you 
continue this, you will be going home early. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I will again try to educate the Leader of the Opposition—I was hoping for another bite there! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I tried yesterday, but I will do it again. There are two components: there is the goods and 
services tax that we raise and the principles of horizontal fiscal equalisation that the Productivity Commission is 
looking at now. Guess what is needed in respect of bipartisan support for HFE change? None! The commonwealth 
Treasurer of the day needs to make a decision to set the objectives. The Leader of the Opposition knows this! The 
commonwealth Treasurer of the day or the government of the day needs to set the objectives of horizontal fiscal 
equalisation. The Leader of the Opposition has not read the Productivity Commission report. Has the Leader of 
the Opposition read it? 

Several members interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Right; he will understand then. 

The objective of HFE at the moment is not working for WA, and it requires the commonwealth Treasurer to issue 
a direction to the Commonwealth Grants Commission to have a new objective. We want that to be either an 
equalisation of a reasonable standard or to an average standard. That requires Scott Morrison. He is trying to create 
himself some space to do it. The point I am making is that when he goes into federal cabinet, having the federal 
Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party undermining him in her own state getting a fair share of GST is going to make 
that task a lot more difficult. That is why I critique Julie Bishop. She has drunk the east coast Kool Aid because 
she no longer represents WA. She thinks she is some form of global citizen no longer bound by the constraints of 
what her punters may desire, and will just pontificate about things wonderful to her and the cocktail circuit upon 
which she lives. It is time for her to actually start representing the people of Western Australia. 
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